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Abstract

This paper presents the comparative design and analysis of a dual-stage servo system with an

instrumented suspension for use in hard disk drives (HDDs). The dual-stage system is equipped with

a MEMS microactuator (MA), either rotational or translational, as a secondary actuator. In both

cases, the MA has a resonance mode at 2.2 kHz and has virtually no other modes up to 40 kHz. Two

design approaches, the sensitivity decoupling design approach and the multi-objective optimization

through linear matrix inequalities (LMIs), are applied in the design of the servo system. With either

design approach, the translational dual-stage actuator achieves better tracking performance than the

rotational one by about 13%, which is achieved mainly by attenuating airflow-excited suspension

vibrations. This improvement is significant when the servo system’s track misregistration (TMR)

budget approaches the range of 5-10 nanometers, in which airflow-excited suspension vibrations have

become a significant contribution to TMR.

1 Introduction

The increase of data track density in hard disk drives (HDDs) is possible only when the position accuracy

of the read/write head can be improved accordingly. For example, at the targeted track density of 500k

tracks per inch (TPI), the allowable track misregistration (TMR) is about 5 nm (3 sigma value). In order

to satisfy higher requirements of position accuracy, it is necessary to develop high-bandwidth, robust

track-following servo systems. Dual-stage actuators have thus been proposed and explored intensively as

a means of attaining the necessary servo bandwidth to achieve the required compensation of track runout

and rejection of various disturbances. In a dual-stage configuration, a secondary actuator is added on to

the conventional voice coil motor (VCM) in order to offer better mechanics and faster dynamic responses

to compensate for high-frequency disturbances.
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Although there have been many possible configurations for the secondary actuator, two popular

approaches are currently being considered by the disk drive industry and researchers. The first approach

is called the actuated suspension type [1][2], in which a piezoelectric device is placed on the suspension

to flex the suspension around a pivot. The second approach is called the actuated suspension type [3][4],

in which an electrostatic MEMS-fabricated microactuator (MA) is sandwiched between the gimbal and

the slider, and it either rotates or translates the slider relative to the suspension tip. The actuated

slider approach results in a truly collocated system without exciting the structural resonance modes of

the suspension and gimbal. Besides, the microactuator usually has very clean dynamic responses: it

has a single spring-mass mode in the frequency range of 1-3 kHz, and there are no other significant

modes up to 40 kHz [5][4][6]. With MEMS fabrication and integration techniques, the MEMS MA can

be batch-fabricated and micro-assembled with the head and the gimbal on the suspension. All these

features associated with the actuated slider approach provide the potential for forming high-performance

servo systems.

There are two types of MEMS MAs: rotational [3] and translational [4][6]. In the rotational MA case,

the actuation of the VCM and MA can be viewed as being decoupled with each other, i.e., each actuator

contributes to the head motion independently, resulting in a truly parallel structure. This feature eases

the design of servo controllers, especially when the relative motion output of the MA is measurable [7][8]

with embedded capacitive sensing. In the translational MA case, the VCM actuation can excite the MA

dynamics, resulting in a coupled dual-stage actuator. Any motion at the suspension tip, especially those

airflow-induced suspension vibrations, should pass through the spring-mass system of the MA and get

filtered before affecting the head motion. This feature is desirable as the allowable TMR is approaching

3σ 5 nm, where airflow-induced suspension vibration has become a significant contribution to TMR.

Besides the use of dual-stage actuators for achieving higher servo bandwidth, instrumented sus-

pensions have also been proposed as a means of providing information on airflow-induced suspension

vibrations [9][10][11]. The sensor output can be used for VCM-suspension mode damping to improve

its bandwidth [9], or be used for feedforward vibration compensation [10], or both of them [11]. This

signal can be sampled at a higher rate than that of the PES to deal with the high-frequency property of

suspension vibration.

Several controller design methods have been proposed for MEMS-based dual-stage servo systems,

which can be roughly categorized into two major categories. The first includes those methodologies

that utilize sequential single-input single-output (SISO) frequency shaping design techniques, such as the

PQ method [12] and the sensitivity decoupling method [13][7]. The second includes those multivariable

optimal control design techniques such as µ-synthesis [14] and mixed H2/H∞ [11].

This paper presents the design and analysis of a dual-stage servo system with an instrumented

suspension. Both rotational and translational MEMS MAs are considered as a secondary actuator. Two

design approaches are employed: the sensitivity decoupling approach and the mixed H2/H∞ approach.

The difference between rotational and translational MAs and its impact on controller design and system



performance are analyzed in detail. Simulation results are presented to verify those observations. This

paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a general model for a MEMS MA dual-stage actuator

with an instrumented suspension. The MA can be either rotational or translational. Detailed design of

vibration damping controllers, servo tracking controllers, and a feedforward vibration compensator, is

discussed in Sections 2-4 respectively. Section 5 gives the simulation results and comparison between the

two plants and the two servo designs. Section 6 contains the conclusions.

2 Plant Setup and Modelling

(a) Translational MA, by K. Oldham           (b)  Rotational MA, by HGST

MA          slider                                              slider MA

Figure 1: Translational MA and rotational MA
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Figure 2: General plant for the dual-stage actuator with an instrumented suspension

Fig. 1 shows the SEM photo of a translational and a rotational MAs. The structure of the dual-

stage actuator with an MA is illustrated in Fig. 2 and its frequency responses are shown in Fig. 3. In

these figures, uv and um are the control inputs to the VCM and MA respectively. yh, yp, ym, and yv

are the read/write head position, the strain sensor output, the relative motion output of the MA, and

the suspension tip position, respectively. In conventional disk drive systems, only yh is available in the

form of the position error signal (PES) when the plant is closed by a tracking controller. In dual-stage

actuators with a MEMS MA and an instrumented suspension, yp and ym are measurable from the strain



sensor on the suspension surface and the capacitive sensing embedded in the MA respectively. In all

cases, yv is not measurable.

GV is the dynamics of the VCM-suspension assembly and its transfer function is

GV (s) =
A0

s2
+

N∑

i=1

Ai

s2 + 2ζiωis + ω2
i

. (1)

In this model, GV consists of a rigid body mode, a major sway mode at 7.4 kHz, or called the butterfly

mode, and five suspension resonance modes at 5.1 kHz, 9.1 kHz, 10.7 kHz, 13 kHz and 15 kHz, respectively.

All these resonance modes have a slight damping coefficient of about 0.015 N·s/m. During operation,

high-speed airflow turbulence in the disk drive enclosure acts on the suspension and excites suspension

vibrations. GM is the dynamics of the MA, either rotational or translational, and its transfer function is

GM (s) =
Am

s2 + 2ζmωms + ω2
m

. (2)

It has been modelled as a single spring-mass-damper system with ωm=2.2 kHz and ζm=0.2 N·s/m.

GC is the coupling dynamics from yv to yh. When the MA is rotational, GC is constantly one, then ym

is solely the output of the MA driven by um, implying virtually no coupling between the VCM and MA

[7]. This decoupling effect mainly results from the fact that the translational motion of the suspension

tip passes through the MA’s center of mass, resulting in no rotational motion of the MA. On the other

hand, when the MA is translational, we have a coupled dual-stage system. GC is then derived from the

MA dynamics and can be expressed as

GC(s) =
2ζmωms + ω2

m

s2 + 2ζmωms + ω2
m

. (3)

This coupling effect implies that actuation of the VCM will excite the dynamics of the MA, and ym

becomes the combined output of uv and um. In both cases, rotational and translational, actuation of

the MA can be assumed to have little effect on the VCM dynamics due to the very small inertia of the

MA compared to that of the VCM. This assumption implies that the transfer function from um to yp is

constantly zero.

In the translational MA case, the coupling dynamics exhibit a low-pass filtering effect, as shown in

Fig. 4. It can be seen that both the spring stiffness km and the damping coefficient cm can affect the

filtering effect. This effect makes a difference between the rotational and translational MAs. From the

viewpoint of suspension vibration attenuation, we would like to have a soft spring and a light damping

effect, such that most high-frequency suspension vibrations can be attenuated when passing through the

MA. On the other hand, we want large values for km and cm so that the transfer function from uv to

yh has high gains in a wide frequency range for effective track-following control. Therefore tradeoff is

necessary between vibration attenuation and track following. From Fig. 4 we see that, when ωm=2.2

kHz and ζm = 0.2, the gain of GC is above zero decibel up to 3 kHz, implying little degradation of

the actuation gain of the VCM-suspension assembly in the low-frequency range for track following, and

adequate filtering in the high-frequency range for suspension vibration attenuation.
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Figure 3: Frequency responses of the dual-stage actuator
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Figure 4: Frequency responses of the coupling dynamics GC

3 Minor Loop Design of Vibration Damping and Compensation

When yp and ym are available as auxiliary information, it is possible to first design some minor loop

vibration damping controllers before designing an outer loop tracking controller. Besides, the two signals

can be sampled at a higher rate than that of the PES so as to achieve better control effects.

3.1 MA Damping Control

The basic use of the relative motion signal, ym, is to actively damp the microactuator resonance mode to

make for a well-behaved MA and to simplify the control design that follows. This can be implemented

as a minor loop around the MA as shown in the lower part of Fig. 5. To begin with, the MA plant is
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Figure 5: Minor loop vibration damping and compensation

first discretized using the zero-order hold at 50 kHz:

GM (q−1) =
q−1Bo(q−1)

Ao(q−1)
, (4)

where q−1 is the one-step delay operator. The desired damped MA can be expressed as

GMD(q−1) =
q−1Bo(q−1)
AD(q−1)

. (5)

This can be achieved by solving the following Diophantine equation

AD(q−1) = Ao(q−1)KMS(q−1) + q−1Bo(q−1)KMR(q−1) . (6)

The closed-loop polynomial AD(q−1) is chosen by the designer and usually the damping coefficient for

GMD is set to be one.

3.2 Suspension Vibration Control

After the minor loop around the MA is closed, a vibration controller Kin is designed using yp to provide

some damping of the suspension resonance modes. The design of Kin is formulated as a standard LQG

problem. Consider the discrete-time representation of the plant with the MA damped, which is shown

in the dashed box in Fig. 5:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) + Bwwa(k) ,

y(k) = Cx(k) + n(k) , (7)

where y(k) = [yh(k) yp(k)]T , u(k) is the control input to the VCM, and the airflow turbulence wa(k) and

measurement noise n(k) are random signals with zero mean. In this model for controller design, only

three major suspension modes are considered in order to restrain the designed controller order. The goal

of designing Kin is to minimize the cost function

J = E
{
y2

h(k) + Ru2(k)
}

, (8)

where E{·} is the expectation operator and R is the control weighting.
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Figure 6: Frequency responses of the damped plant

Fig. 6 shows the frequency responses of the two damped plants. Two major resonance modes of the

VCM and the MA mode are damped by using yp and ym, respectively. As can be seen, the frequency

response from uv to yh for the translational MA case has stronger high-frequency attenuation than that

for the rotational MA case due to the coupling effect. This implies that the translational MA will behave

better in suspension vibration attenuation which mainly happens in the high-frequency range.

4 Sensitivity Decoupling Design

The decoupling control approach, originally introduced by [13], is popularly applied in the design of

track-following controllers for dual-stage servos. This approach utilizes the PES and ym to generate the

position error of the suspension tip relative to the data track center, which will be labelled as VPES

V PES = PES + ym = r − yv , (9)

and this signal is then fed to the VCM loop controller KV . With this configuration as shown in Fig. 7(a),

the decoupling design of KV and KM is made possible: the VCM loop and the MA loop can be designed

sequentially using conventional SISO design techniques.

GC1 =
KMS

KMS + GMKMR
(GC − 1) , (10)

GC2 = 1−GC1GV KV . (11)

It is worthwhile to pay specific attention to the coupling effect in this design process. The blocks GC1

and GC2 in Fig. 7 are derived from the coupling effect GC as shown in Fig. 2 and (3). As can be seen,

for a rotational MA, GC = 1, then GC1 = 0 and GC2 = 1, implying exact decoupling between the two

minor loops in Fig. 7(c). In the translational MA case, GC2 involves all plant dynamics and controllers
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Figure 7: Block diagram of sensitivity decoupling design

designed except for KM . The frequency response of GC2 is shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that the dynamics

of GC2 is fairly mild: it is about 6 dB in the region 60-500 Hz, and close to zero decible beyond 1 kHz.

Its phase property is mild as well: 30 degrees around 60 Hz and -30 degrees around 600 Hz. This implies

that based on the KM designed for the rotational MA case, a modifier which has the similar dynamics

to GC2 can be designed to compensate for the coupling effect, yielding a sensitivity response similar to

that of the rotational MA case:

KMC = KMKC ≈ KMGC2 , (12)

where KM is the controller designed for the rotational MA case, KC is the modifier to compensate for

GC2, and its dynamics are also shown in Fig. 8 in dashed lines.
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Figure 8: Frequency responses of GC2 and compensator KC

In the rotational MA case, the design of KV and KM is to use pole placement. The reader is referred



to [7] for more details. In this paper, KV is designed to achieve a closed-loop bandwidth of 600 Hz for the

VCM loop, and KM achieves a closed-loop bandwidth of 3 kHz for the MA loop. The final sensitivity is

the product of the two and it achieves a closed-loop bandwidth of 2.4 kHz. Their frequency responses are

shown in Fig. 9, and the comparison between the designs for rotational and translational MAs is shown

in Fig. 10.
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Figure 9: Sensitivities of the decoupling design with a rotational MA
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5 Multi-objective Optimization through LMIs

In this section, a multi-objective optimization method, or called the mixed H2/H∞ approach, is applied to

the design of tracking controllers. Unlike the sensitivity decoupling approach, which proceeds sequentially

by SISO design methods, the mixed H2/H∞ approach is a MIMO design approach. It formulates the

optimization of tracking performance as an H2 control problem, and stability robustness is explicitly

considered by posing some H∞ norm bounds. Fig. 11 shows the schematic for this method. Its design

procedure is briefly explained below and the reader is referred to [11] for more details.

w∞ z∞

Gin

Kout

PES

-
GRO

wa

yp um

∆

yh
wr uvr

n2

n1

Figure 11: Block diagram for multi-objective optimization method

In Fig. 11, GRO is the frequency shaping function for generating the track runout from the normalized

noise wr. Gin is the plant with MA damping and Kin closed, as shown in Fig. 5. ∆V and ∆M are the

multiplicative uncertainties of the nominal actuator model:

GV (s) = GV nom(s)(1 + ∆V (s)WV (s)) ,

GM (s) = GMnom(s)(1 + ∆M (s)WM (s)) . (13)

Here, GV nom and GMnom are the nominal dynamics of the VCM and MA respectively, ||∆V ||∞ ≤ 1,

||∆M ||∞ ≤ 1, and WV and WM are the magnitude bounding functions of the two uncertainties:

WV (s) =
3s2 + 3× 104s + 1.4× 108

s2 + 4.6× 104s + 1.4× 109
,

WM (s) =
s + 6.28× 103

s + 6.28× 104
, (14)

and they have been incorporated into the general plant Gin.

The first design criterion is expressed as to minimize the RMS value of the PES, or equivalently, the

H2 norm of the transfer function from disturbances to the PES:

minRMS (PES) ⇔ min ‖Gz2w2‖2 , (15)

where z2 = [PES uv um]T and w2 = [wr wa n1 n2]T . Stability robustness of the closed-loop system is

characterized by the structured singular value [15]:

sup
ω

µ∆ (Gcl(jω)) < 1 , (16)



where ∆ = diag[∆V , ∆M ], and Gcl is the closed-loop plant with Kout closed around Gin.

Since the dimension of the ∆ block is only 2, condition (16) can be approximated by setting µ-bounds

on the two uncertain channels separately, that is, supµ∆V
(Gcl(jω)) < γV and supµ∆M

(Gcl(jω)) < γM ,

with γV and γM strictly less than 1. They can be further reduced to ||G∆V
||∞ < γV and ||G∆M

||∞ < γM

when ∆V and ∆M are scalars.

From the above discussion, we have shown that the multi-objective optimization problem can be

cast as an H2 minimization problem with some H∞ bounds, i.e., to design an output dynamic feedback

controller Kout such that

Kout = arg min
Kout

γ2 , (17)

with ‖Gz2w2‖2 < γ2 , (18)

‖Gz∞w∞,∆V
‖∞ < γV , (19)

and ‖Gz∞w∞,∆M
‖∞ < γM . (20)

This minimization problem with inequalities can be transformed to a set of LMIs and be solved with

some convex optimization algorithm [16].

It is noted that this approach can be applied to dual-stage servo designs with either a rotational or

translational MA, because this approach is a MIMO design method and does not rely on the specific

structure of the plant. As an example, the frequency response of Kout for the translational MA case,

from the PES to uv, is shown in Fig. 12. From the figure we see that when H∞ bounds are imposed, the

controller gain in the high-frequency range is reduced significantly compared to the H2 design in order to

achieve more stability margin. Hankel model reduction technique is then applied to reduce the controller

order from 21 to 14 with little dynamics variation.
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6 Adaptive Feedforward Compensation for Suspension Vibration

As mentioned before, some suspension resonance modes can be damped by using the strain signal yp

measured from the suspension surface. Actually this signal can further be exploited to drive the MA to

compensate for the airflow-excited suspension vibrations appearing at yh [17].

Define Gwp and Gwh to be the transfer functions from wa to yp and yh respectively. We want the

feedforward compensator, KMF , to minimize the airflow-excited vibrations at the head, i.e., to minimize

ea = GMKMF Gwpwa + Gwhwa . (21)

This mechanism is different from the feedback damping of the VCM in that, the motion generated by the

MA cannot directly affect the suspension outputs, yv and yp. Therefore, what it can do is to compensate

for those vibrations at the head that result from suspension vibration. It is also desirable to tune the

coefficients of the feedforward compensator in real time in order to take into account the following

factors: the suspension dynamics vary from drive to drive; the airflow turbulence characteristics vary

with different radial track positions; the strain sensor property may be sensitive to ambient temperature

and may even change with time.

In this paper, KMF assumes the form of finite impulse response (FIR) for stability consideration:

KMF (θ, q−1) = h0 + h1q
−1 + · · ·+ hnq−n , (22)

where θ is the filter coefficient vector θ = [h0 h1 · · ·hn]T and n is the order of KMF . The feedforward

compensation motion can be expressed as

yMF (k) = GM (q−1)KMF (q−1)yp(k)

= KMF (q−1)GM (q−1)yp(k)

= KMF (q−1)xf (k)

= θT φ(k − 1) , (23)

where xf (k) = GM (q−1)yp(k), φ(k) = [xf (k) xf (k − 1) · · ·xf (k − n)]T . Since xf (k) is not measurable, it

is estimated by passing yp(k) through the model of the MA, ĜM :

xf (k) = ĜM (q−1)yp(k) . (24)

The coefficients of θ is tuned in such a way that E{e2
a(k)} is minimized. However, ea is not directly

measurable. What we have is the PES, and it can be written as

PES(k) = ea(k) + er(k) , (25)

where er represents the tracking error resulting from all other disturbance sources except for the airflow

turbulence acting on the suspension. It is roughly valid to assume that wa and r are uncorrelated, then

we have

E{PES2(k)} = E{e2
a(k)}+ E{e2

r(k)} . (26)



Thus, minimizing E{e2
a(k)} is equivalent to minimizing E{PES2(k)}, and we can use the PES as a

corrupted error signal to perform the adaptation. With ea corrupted by er, there will be some degradation

in feedforward compensation performance, and a little longer time is expected for the adaptation process

to converge.

Gpd
uv

um

yh

wa

KFB

r

-

ym

PES

KMF
yp

Figure 13: Block diagram of adaptive feedforward compensation

It is noted that, adaptive feedforward compensation does not affect the stability property of the

already designed and closed feedback system, since it is an add-on part and aims at minimizing the

RMS value of the PES by generating additional motion at the MA to compensate for it. Therefore,

the vibration compensation part can be implemented on any already-stabilized closed-loop system, no

matter the plant has a rotational or translational MA, or what kind of feedback controller is used. It is

also expected that feedforward compensation will be more useful in the rotational MA case than in the

translational case, since the suspension vibration at yv will equally show up at yh without any mechanical

attenuation. These observations will be verified by the simulation results in the next section.

7 Simulation Results

Simulations are conducted to investigate the performance of systems with different structures and con-

trollers. In simulation, the reference signal r is generated from a combination of various sources, such as

repeatable track runout, disk flutter, low-frequency torque disturbances to the VCM, etc. Measurement

noises are injected into the system at proper locations. The strain sensor signal assumes a signal-to-noise

ratio of 35 dB and the relative motion of the MA has a measurement noise of 1 nm (RMS value).

Fig. 14 shows the simulation results for various configurations, in which FF means adaptive feed-

forward compensation of the MA using yp. Comparing (a) and (c), we can see significant differences

between the rotational and translational MAs, especially in the high-frequency range. There are almost

no resonance modes showing up in (c) due to the coupling, or filtering, effect. Comparing (a) and (b), we

see that the LMI design achieves better performance than the decoupling design by optimally shaping

the sensitivity function and making a better balance between the attenuation of r and wa. From (c) and

(d), we can see more clearly the improvement by optimal shaping.

Table 1 summarizes the simulation results in more detail. In the table, the total PES has been

decomposed into two parts: PES(wa) and PES(r), where PES(wa) is the PES resulting from airflow
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Figure 14: Power spectra of the PES for various system configurations

turbulence, and PES(r) donates the remaining PES resulting from all other disturbance sources including

measurement noise. With this decomposition, we can more clearly see the improvement by adaptive

feedforward compensation. In the table, R and T denote the rotational and translational plant cases

respectively. Two aforementioned design methods are employed: the sensitivity decoupling design and

the LMI design. Under plant parameter variation, three plant situations are considered: minus, nominal

and plus. They indicate how much the plant’s modal parameters vary as specified in Tab. 2, where

those parameters were defined in Eqs. 1-3. Those values expressed in percentage indicate how much

improvement that is achieved by adaptive feedforward compensation compared to the cases without FF

as shown in the left columns.

Several conclusions can be drawn from Tab. 1.

1. The translational MA case always performs better than the rotational MA case in the attenuation



Table 1: Performance comparison between various plants and control designs

Plant Parameter Tracking PES(r) [nm] PES(wa) [nm] total PES [nm]

type variation controller no FF with FF no FF with FF no FF with FF

R N Decp 3.62 3.57 3.98 3.10 (22%) 5.38 4.73 (12%)

T N Decp 3.49 3.51 0.96 0.65 (32%) 3.62 3.57 ( 2%)

R M LMI 2.75 2.73 2.75 2.53 ( 8%) 3.89 3.72 ( 5%)

R N LMI 2.77 2.74 2.32 2.18 ( 6%) 3.61 3.50 ( 3%)

R P LMI 2.99 2.93 2.46 2.09 (15%) 3.87 3.60 ( 7%)

T M LMI 2.81 2.82 1.90 1.40 (26%) 3.39 3.15 ( 7%)

T N LMI 2.78 2.78 1.56 1.28 (18%) 3.19 3.06 ( 4%)

T P LMI 2.81 2.79 1.67 1.35 (19%) 3.27 3.10 ( 5%)

Table 2: Parameter Variations of Plant Resonance Modes
Parameters Variations

Minus Nominal Plus

VCM natural frequency (ωi) -10% 0 +10%

MA natural frequency (ωm) -15% 0 +15%

Damping coefficient (ζi, ζm) -20% 0 +20%

Modal constant (Ai, Am) - 5% 0 + 5%

of airflow-excited suspension vibrations, no matter what kind of design approach is used. We also

see that this improvement is mainly achieved by reducing PES(wa) with little change in PES(r).

Obviously this is due to the mechanical, or passive, filtering effect of the translational MA on

suspension vibration.

2. The LMI design achieves better performance than the decoupling design by better balancing the

attenuation of PES(r) and PES(wa). For the R-N case, both PES(r) and PES(wa) are reduced by

the LMI design, while for the T-N case, the LMI design reduces PES(r) significantly by amplifying

PES(wa) a little, resulting in a smaller total PES. This trend can also be seen from Fig. 14. A

better balance between PES(r) and PES(wa) implies that the final PES becomes closer to a white

noise and there is less room for further reduction.

3. Adaptive feedforward compensation can further attenuate PES(wa), especially when there is plant

variation. The effectiveness of feedforward compensation is affected by several factors: the order, or

the tap number, of the compensator KMF , the sampling rate of yp, and the SNR of yp. With more

tap coefficients, the FIR is closer to an ideal IIR, which can be designed by LQG, and more modes

can be taken care of by the compensator. With a higher sampling rate, the compensator will be more

effective in dealing with high-frequency resonance modes. During practical implementation, the



strain sensor may pick up some resonance modes that do not contribute to the head offtrack motion.

These modes are called non-offtrack modes and in feedforward compensation, they just appear as

measurement noise to deteriorate the compensation performance. Optimization in sensor location

and orientation is therefore necessary to improve the SNR for better vibration compensation [18].

4. The combination of the LMI design and adaptive feedforward compensation can achieve the best

performance with fairly good performance robustness. For the rotational MA case, performance

degradation under plant variation is less than 6%, while this degradation is less than 3% for the

translational MA case. Again, the translational MA case achieves better performance robustness

partially due to the coupling-filtering effect, which is very robust to parameter variation.

Some points should be noted on the simulation results shown here. The disturbance model used in the

simulation is based on the results from a single-stage system, which may differ from that of a dual-stage

system when an MA is incorporated into the system. The MA resonance mode may be excited directly

by airflow turbulence. But with the relative MA motion available for inner loop damping, this effect can

be greatly reduced. Sensing noise is also an important issue. The claimed system performance relies on

good sensing properties with a high signal-to-noise ratio of ym [8].

8 Conclusions

This paper has explored the difference between rotational and translational MEMS MAs for use in dual-

stage servo systems and the resulting effect on the attenuation of airflow-excited suspension vibrations.

Due to the inherent coupling effect between the major and secondary actuators for the translational

MA case, airflow-excited suspension vibrations can be naturally attenuated, which eases the design of

vibration attenuation and servo control. If properly chosen, the resonance frequency of the translational

MA can make a good tradeoff between a high gain of Gyh←uv in the low-frequency range for tracking

control, and enough vibration attenuation in the high-frequency range.

Two servo control design approaches have been explored: the sensitivity decoupling design and the

mixed H2/H∞ design through LMI. For the rotational MA case, exact decoupling design can be applied,

while for the translational MA case, some mild modification is needed to accommodate the coupling

effect. This design yields a set of sequential SISO controllers of low orders, which are straightforward

to design and implement. In the LMI design, stability robustness is explicitly taken into account by

incorporating some H∞ bounds with respect to the plant’s multiplicative uncertainties. The resulting

controller is MIMO and achieves better performance.

With additional vibration information available from the instrumented suspension, some minor loop

vibration controller can be designed at a higher rate than that of the servo controller. Furthermore, this

information can be used for adaptive feedforward compensation of the MA in the case of plant variation.

Simulation results have shown that the translational MA is beneficial to vibration attenuation. The

LMI design achieves better performance by better balancing the attenuation of PES(r) and PES(wa).



Adaptive feedforward compensation can achieve further attenuation of PES(wa) and exhibits good per-

formance robustness under plant variation.

Future work involves experimental verification of the results presented in this paper. Some MEMS

MAs have been fabricated and assembled with VCMs in our research group. Fabrication of instrumented

suspensions is currently in progress, and hopefully can be finished in several months. Experiments will

be conducted after the dual-stage actuator and instrumented suspension are integrated.
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